
a rallying cry to uphold the Scriptures

 Messianic Jewish author Kevin Geo� rey has drawn a line in the sand: the 
Scriptures are either defective and de� cient, or su�  cient and supreme... 

which side do you choose? For too many in the Body of Messiah, the Word of 
God is a mere consultant with no authority. We refuse to permit Scripture alone 
to establish our priorities, determine our beliefs, and tell us how to live daily for 
the Master. In Bearing the Standard, Kevin reveals how we have collectively lost 
sight of God’s Standard—how we are thoroughly oblivious to the in� uences 
that lead us to misplace and compromise God’s perfect Word: the Scriptures. 
Bearing the Standard is a practical, prophetic, and foundational word to all of 
Messiah’s disciples, calling us to boldly raise the banner of Scripture as the only 
su�  cient and supreme standard for our lives… are you willing to join the cause?
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““
A CNN newscaster recently stated that the largest growing group of people 
in America are those who have no religious beliefs. I believe this is a direct 
result of the failure of most Christians to believe and live their lives according 
to the guidelines found only in the Word of God. � is book will shock you 
into action that is necessary to reverse this trend.

Raleigh B. Washington, D.D., Promise Keepers, President & CEO

In an age where subjective truth has replaced absolutes, Kevin Geo� rey calls 
all true Believers to wake up! Bearing the Standard challenges the Body of Mes-
siah to restore the rightful place of the inerrant, infallible Word of God in our 
lives. I strongly recommend you not only read this book, but apply the truth 
contained therein—it will change the way you see just about everything!

Jonathan Bernis, Jewish Voice Ministries, Int., President
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Kevin Geo� rey is a husband, a father, and also the principal laborer of Perfect Word Ministries, a Mes-
sianic Jewish equipping ministry. � e � rst-born son of a � rst-generation American Jewish family, Kevin 
has been involved in congregational planting, leadership development, and itinerant teaching, but is 
best known as a writer, having authored seven books to date. In addition to writing about uniquely 
Messianic Jewish topics, Kevin’s clear and impassioned teachings focus on true discipleship, radical life-
commitment to Yeshua ( Jesus), and upholding the Scriptures as God’s perfect standard.
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